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Lab 
dedication 
Florida International University 
"Fresh Water for Life" will be the lecture 
topic April 17 when visiting professors, Ors. 
Lorus and Margery Mailne, speak in DM 100 
at 7:30 p.m. 
VOLUME 2 NO. 10 
Thursday, April 11, 1974 
sediments in the Miami River, and what 
effects the removal of sediment would have 
on drinking water quality. A contract has al-
ready been signed with the Secretary of 
State 's office. 
= I 
I 
The lecture will windup the dedication "THERE HAS NEVER been a con-
ceremony of the Florida International Poto- centrated, all-out attempt to study the nature 
mological Laboratory in Hialeah. of river problems in South Florida, " Jackson 
DEDICATION ceremonies will begin at says. lodividual studies, however, have been 
C I f 2:30 p.m. at the laboratory with Kenneth made during the past several years. amp us e C u re Mackenthum, director of the Water Criteria "There are two schools of thought on the Division for the Environmental Protection water sediment problems," Jackson ex-
Agency, as the main speaker. plains. "One is for removal of sediment 
On fresh Water becauseit'sfeltthesedimenthasahighlead Since the building was donated by the content which causes fish poisoning. The Hialeah Jaycees, the college has spent $40,000 other school believes the sediment serves as 
to make it ''the first of its kind to serve this a type of filter to prevent further contamina-
d region of Florida," according to Laboratory tion of the underground water by the Miami ,= en s ceremony Director, Daniel Jackson. River water ." 
=I_ Students at the laboratory will begin Results of the report are expected late I 
working on a project to determine the role of this year. 
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Streaking 
is not here 
Streaking for what-
ever reason has be-
come popular on other 
college campuses, but 
FIU has been left out. 
Here, a streaker runs 
across Miami-Dade's 
South ~am pus. 
Survey sent to first alumni 
Graduates compliment FIU 
Most Florida International alumni agree , 
if they could start over again they would at-
tend FIU . 
Questionaires about FIU's academic and 
social offerings were sent to the first 
graduating class. From the responses, the Of-
fice of Institutional Research will consider 
changes in the planning and management of 
the college. 
Although the overall response was com-
plimentary , 39 per cent of the graduates felt 
that course time offerings needed improve-
ment. Among the list of improvements cited 
by others were; academic advisement, 
registration procedures, social and cultural 
events , and the grading system . 
Publishers GLORIA AlKELS Editor 
The Good Times is published every Thursday dur · 
mg the Fall and Winter quarters, and bi-weekly 
during the Spring and Summer quarters. by student 
staffers at Florida International University. 
The majority , however, favored the pre-
sent grading system , with both the NC and 
CR grades not causing any effect on the 
graduate school. 
Interacting with professors was checked 
by 83 per cent as the most rewarding aspect 
of FIU life, while others indicated the variety 
of teaching techniques, courses with new in-
terests, and informal discussions with other 
students . 
One hundred forty-five questionaires 
were returned, of which 83 per cent indicated 
current employment, and 29 per cent continu-
ing their education. 
A similar questionaire will be sent to this 
year 's graduates. 
NANCY SANGER 
Advertising Mgr. 
The Good Times is published from Florida Inter-
national University, Primera Ca$a 532, Tamiami 
Trail, Miami, 33144, Florida. 223·2300, exten-
tlons 2842, 2843. It is distributed free, on c~-
pus. 
Foreign students 
warned about jobs 
Foreign Students who are not 
abiding by the imm igration 
regulations that they agreed to 
follow when they were admitted 
as students are begining to 
receive " Dear John " letters 
from the Immigration Depart-
ment . 
LAST WEEK 56 students 
from the Miami area were given 
a Voluntary Departure Order be-
cause they: 
• were working illegally 
• had autho ·z mploy-
ment but were working more 
than 20 hours 
• were not attending school 
full time 
• were not making normal 
academic progress 
" The situation has been get-
ting progressively worse, " 
James Murphy, who recently 
was transferred to the Miami 
area to work with foreign stu-
dents , says. 
In order to help students 
studying at Florida Inter-
national on a student visa or as 
an exchange visitor , Murphy has 
arranged to be on campus the 
first Wednesday of each month. 
May 1 will be his first visit. 
At these visits Murphy can 
process all I-20 forms , extention 
of stay, permission to tra.nsf er 
schools, and permission to accept 
or continue employment and 
practical training. Carmen 
Alvarez, Admissions Office, will 
accept these applications 
together with the foreign 
student's 1-94 card (white card 
usually attached to passport). 
"A STUDENT CAN work up 
to 20 hours providing the student 
is taking a full course of study 
and an unforeseen circumstance 
has arisen since the student 
arrived in this country," Murphy 
says. 
He also points out that all 
foreign students are fully aware 
of tuition rates, costs of living 
and other expenses before they 
receive permission to attend 
school in this country. 
Murphy says that U.S. un-
employment rates are going up, 
and every fulltime job held by a 
foreign student is one less job 
available to a U.S. citizen. 
As the unemployment rate 
rises so does the crackdown on 
infractions of the regulations. 
MURPHY PARTICU-
LARLY cited a number of food 
cham stores and supermarkets 
where foreign students are not 
following work requirements. 
Miami Dade Community Col-
lege Campuses revealed that 
they , too, have been having in-
creased citations sent to foreign 
students "The enforcement of 
regulations in 214F of Immigra -
tion and Nationality Act , as 
amended , seems to have bubbled 
up to a top priority," a spokes-
man said . 
Woman's 
group will 
offer award 
Any woman undergraduate 
or graduate student can apply 
now for a $100 award donated by 
FIU Women, an organization 
composed of women on the staff 
or faculty , and wives of staff and 
faculty members . 
Applicants for the award will 
be judged on achievement , both 
academically and in involve-
ment and leadership in FIU and 
community activities. Financial 
need is irrelevant , as the purpose 
of the award is to recognize peo-
ple on the basis of achievement , 
not need. 
Applications are available at 
the office of the Dean of 
Students' Services in PC220, and 
at the offices of the Deans of all 
the Schools. 
A letter of recommendation 
from two FIU faculty members 
from whom you have had course 
work should accompany your 
completed application. These 
should be returned to the office of 
the Dean of Students Services in 
PC220 no later than May 1. 1974. 
The award which was 
donated from membership dues 
this year will be given at the FIU 
Collegiate Choral concert on May 
24. The winner will be notified 
before the concert . 
The group plans to continue 
the award next year if enough in-
terest is shown. Money for the 
award will come from a fund 
raising event. The amount of the 
award will depend on the amount 
raised. 
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Research group- ANALYSIS 
would solve community problems 
By STEVE MALONEY 
Viewpoint Editor 
A SRG WOULD fill this void by out- should be enough to hire a full-time di- in giving students from many majors 
lining problems for students to study. rector and to pay the expenses that credit. 
Making education here relevant to 
solving community problems was one 
thing that was supposed to make FIU 
significantly different from other state 
universities. 
So far , however , this goal hasn't 
been realized . The degree programs for 
most majors require students only to 
attend classes. 
THE CLOSEST most students 
come to grappling with local problems 
in discussing them during their class 
breaks . 
One solution for this problem would 
be the establishment of a FIU Student 
Research Group. 
The SRG would be a "Nader 
Raiders" type of group that would 
study and propose solutions for local 
problems . It would hopefully be the 
base for a variety of citizen action type 
of activities, includinJ!: lawsuits. · 
demonstrations , and lobbying. 
There is, currently little chance for 
a student to grapple with community 
ills while getting their degree . The only 
exception to this are a few students 
associated with local activist groups 
who can sometime get credit for their 
work. 
Students could then get credit for their would be incurred from research . 
work. 
A SRG can fill that void by drawing 
upon FIU 's manpower and financial 
resources : Unlike most community 
groups, which usually receive spotty 
volunteer and monetary help, the fact 
that the SRG would be an integral part 
of education here would insure that it 
would have an adequate amount of 
workers and funds. 
Moreover , a SRG would improve 
FIU 's image in the community . 
IT WOULD HELP solve this diffi-
culty by involving FIU continuously in 
solving local problems . People would 
no longer view FIU as an ivory tower 
institution that had no relevance to 
their lives. 
It's impossible to state now exactly 
how the SRG would be funded and 
structured . However, one possibility 
would be this : 
The SRG would receive funding 
from two sources - student govern-
ment and the FIU Foundation. 
The exact amount of money that 
would be needed is hard to say. But it 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT and 
the foundation are both new enough so 
that they haven't made the type of com-
mitments that would prevent them 
from giving the (unding necessary for 
the SRG. 
The SRG would be controlled by a 
governing board selected by student 
government. They will select the issues 
that the SRG will be concerned with. 
The majority of SRG board 
members will be students . Faculty and 
community representatives, however, 
will also be on the SRG board . 
The advantage of including faculty 
and community members on the board 
is that they will help to attract pro-
fessors and able community help for 
SRG. 
THE SRG'S WORK would be rele-
vant to many disciplines (Politica 
Science , Sociology, Environmental 
Sciences , Criminology, etc.) and with 
the cooperation of different depart-
ments , there should be little difficulty 
The facts accrued from the SRG's 
research will be used in many ways. If 
a lawsuit is needed, attorneys hope-
fully will be recruited who would han-
dle the case as a public service. 
But in _most cases, lobbying and 
demonstrat10ns will be the ways the 
SRG will try to press for change . 
What are the chances of a SRG be-
ing created at FIU? 
IF CONCERNED students _ and 
faculty members work for it, the 
chances of a SRG being created are 
strong. This school is young enough so 
that FIU's commitment to community 
service is still taktn seriously . 
Thus, if enough support is garnered 
for a SRG, reticent student govern-
ment, foundation, and administration 
members would allow it to start. 
FIU's pledge to be of service to the 
community should become a realitv. 
The creation of a SRG here 
would be an important step in that 
direction. 
r--hff3" ___ :___ l Resumes are being taken 
I News from I 
II s d t s . ~I; for El Salvador workshop 
~i tu en s erv1ces r1 I w FIU will conduct an inter- cerns. government institution . ;$ .,, disciplinary workshop seminar in ti ::;i El Salvador from July 7 _ August The seminar is designed to ft. ~ 18 this summer. give FIU students fieldwork Openings for students are 
,. Grant dead Ii ne set ~i experience in their discipline . limited. Graduate students , i.j I The seminar , conducted in Approximately ten professors seniors, and those with a work-I Deadline for applying for Florida Student Assistance j conjunction with the Univer- and twenty students from all ing knowledge of Spanish will be I [~1:~.t~l}~K~:~ y i;:i ~ :f~:~i~!~:fr~~;~~{;~~ I i ry ~~fr Jlf t ;]i ~~~~ ~~jf i :;:~ ;; ~0z;~ii!::t: 
<·"· vices, PC 220. 1 
i,:,'.,:,,_-,l,:··t.'=:.i:,',.l:,,,~~~t~~~~~~~~~~~~f~ I ~ enrollment as a full-time undergraduate student in an eligi- Hl 
ble institution in Florida; and demonstrate financial need i 
,_;:;,.:,.1.:,;_:,j ~~~ i:e~'~::,:'m a ~~i~!~~i/ ;/ ~~eda ~ n:~~~~~ced by a rec- _ 
Y. Students applying for financial aid are reminded that a :.f.1,•·,~_[:~,'.
1
_'·!. 
m: new application must be filed for each academic year , and : 
~.'.,f.::.,f.:,:,,, Ma\~~!:~h~e:~~~nfil~od dboy \hhi!t date receive priority con-!;; sideration. Financial aid packets are available at the recep-
P' tion desk in PC 220. 
t Plan to graduate? ~ 
tl';r, Students who anticipate graduating in June or August 
'-~~ 1974 are strongly encouraged to register with the Career 
· Planning Office, PC 220, as early in this quarter as possible. U\ 
J Registration will enable students to engage in on- @ 
campus interviews , review vacancy notices on file in M 
Career Planning, receive assistance in resume and creden- M ~~-~u r;~a ~~~ i~~~d~~~ zr~~~:wc: ~~e~;ce~~~r~: ,r;:r'~~~~.~~: 1.1.1.! 
ing if requested . 
Recruiters will be visiting the campus. Those interested Iii\! 
i,;1 in interviews should check listings posted ourside PC 220. :;i 
f',-.·:.~-~.~--f. ATTENTION .rn ~ FOREIGN STUDENTS b llt ~;::; 
t.i.i:t.!: Non::;:i3~:'~:;I~~~~;:~~~~:~ ~~;J ~~~~:~~ I 
'., beginning September , 1974, must file a Financial Aid JI I :::if ti:~;~!~~~;;;i:~~~~~~-::: :::~~ :~;e:~::~ ~ i ~:;~~~ff.ii~~~:i~7h~:~~~;~~~:;~:~:~~:f.~::~~i~l~~ 
!i Official University Announcement 
t,v::-:·~e:-.·:·. · .. \w /tr ·:;}: ·r. ·-=-: ·r. ···r. fa\ ·.·::>:::(. !;~/~:~:~~};,M,:~:;;g~t:§~~;?•:::~::~x,;v~~:;:·;·t;:V\Y\ :i-=·:: =~~=!~=~~-~~ ~:~tf:~~, j:)t .. ) r t !;i;~;~:~~~~;:;~(~~r.s.f:~d( 
Anthony's 
Pizzeria 
FIU's Italian I( itc/Jen 
Open for Lunch 11 :30 
Scilian Pizza 
our speciality 
Coral Park Center 
9770 S.W. 8th St. 
226-9381 
IICIT-DIT-lillE 
LSAT-ITGSI 
NIT'L IDS. 
• Prep,,1titt fer tests r'-llifd fer adlllis· 
rill tt arNUtt nil prllessieul scwis 
... Sir all tntve sessill mrses 
* s111g Cr11111s 
• Yolt111ilous material 111 -eme st•dr pre-
.-rn br ea,erts illeadt lietd 
* less• sdrille u11 bl tailored t, 111ttl i"· 
--,-,S . 
• 8-111itf 1• rniew 11 past lessllS vii 
-
Summer Sessioas 
S1111ial Ct11p1ct Coun11 
W11k111,1 - l1t1n111i11• 
STANLEY H. llPUN 
EIUCITIONIL CEITEI 
REGIONAL Ji:;, s OFFICE A... 
(305)944-5084 • 
or 949 -1033 IINCl , .. . 
5724 Sunset Dr . 
Cronroads Bldg. 
Red Rd. at Sunset 
so. Miami, 33143 
(305) 667-9322 
Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 6 
Fri , Nite to 8 p.m . 
for people who 
walk on this earth . .. 
meartti 
~Shoe 
For Men, 
Women in 
shoes, boots, 
sandals and 
sabots .. 
1674 N.E. MIAMI 
GARDENS DRIVE 
IN SKYWE MALL 
NO. MIAMI BUCH 
Fla., 33162 
( 305) 949-8601 
Mon. - Fr i . : 10 - 9 
Saturday 1 0 - 6 
Sunday 12 - 5 
ABORTIONS 
... are legally available in Florida 
for your own health. You should 
be referred to a facility which is 
specifically designed for this pro-
cedure. For your health and well 
being, please call . . . 
(305) 667-1049 
Women's Referral 
A non -profit organization dedicated to help you . Group 
ATTENTION Students and Teachers: 
SPECIAL OW SUMMER AIR FARE TO EUROPE: 
$292.00 ROUND TRIP. Leaving Miami May 27 · 
Return August 2 or 23. 
Call 
SPACE IS LIMITED. 
AROUND THE WORLD TRAVEL 
Phone: 445-2555 
FEES 
For students registering 
for less than nine credit hours 
Florido 
Resident 
Non-Florida 
Resident 
Undergraduate (percredithourl . .. . .. $16 .. . . $43 
Graduate (per credit hour> .. . ...... $20 .... $47 
For Students registering 
for nine or more credit hours 
Undergraduate .............. . . $190 ... $540 
Graduate ............. .. .... $240. $590 
Note: Non-degree students 
pay undergraduate fees regardless 
of the level of the course taken. 
PREREGISTRATION 
All students may preregister whether seek-
ing a degree or not. 
Note: Special Sudents ( non-degree) cannot 
preregister for 600 level courses. These must be 
added on a space available basis on Change Day. 
PREEMPTIVE WORK TIME 
Preemptive Work Time will be available to a 
student who has certain work commitments or 
home responsibilities which require that no 
courses be scheduled during a particular period of 
time . Preemptive Work Time allows a student to 
"block-out " certain hours, during which time, no 
courses will be scheduled, even though they may 
be offered only during the hours blocked-out . 
To request Preemptive Work Time, a student 
should briefly state, in writing , his reason ( s) for 
requesting Preemptive Work Time and present this 
in person to the Office of Registration and Records, 
Room 216 . 
ADVISEMENT 
Students without advisors should contact their 
departmental offices so an advisor assignment can 
be arranged . 
Academic Calendar 
April 15 thru May 3 
Official Registration Period 
June 14 
Change Day And Late Registration 
Last day to pay fees without $25 late 
fee 
June 17 
Classes Start 
June 24 
Last day to ADD ( without permission of 
Instructor and Dean). 
Last day to DROP ( or withdraw from 
the University,) with fee refund. 
Last clay to Late Register 
Last day to pay fees. Those who fail to 
pay will have their registration 
cancelled. 
July 15 
Last day to drop course without a 
grade being recorded. 
STEP 1: 
Obtain a preregistration course request form 
from the Office of Registration and Records, Room 
216, Primera Casa, or from your academic advisor. 
STEP2: 
See your academic advisor and have the pre-
registration form signed. 
SELECTION OF COURSES 
During preregistration, students will select 
the specific section of a course which best fits their 
time schedule. Every attempt will be made to 
schedule the exact section ( s) requested. However, 
if a requested section ( s) is full ( no seats left), the 
student will be scheduled if possible in an open 
section meeting in the time period checked under 
"Alternate Schedule Preference ." This means that 
an attempt will be made to schedule all alternate 
sections on either Monday - Thursday or Tuesday -
Friday in the daytime; or Monday - Wednesday or 
fyesday - Thursday in the evening thereby giving 
the student, if possible, a two-day schedule. 
Note: If one of the daytime alternate 
schedule preference times is checked, courses will 
not be scheduled in the evening even though they 
may be offered only at that time. Also if an eve-
ning alternate schedule time is checked , courses 
will not be scheduled during the daytime. 
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SUMMER 
QUARTER 
CLASS 
SCHEDULE 
LEGEND 
Beginning with the Spring Quarter, all cour.ses 
will be offered according to slightly revised 
beginning and ending times. 
MORNING CLASSES 
- 8:00- 10:05 
- 10:15 -12:20 
- 12:30 - 1 :30 ( FrM activity Period) 
AFTERNOON CLASSES 
-1:45-3:50 
- 4:00-6:05 
EVENING CLASSES 
- E6:20 - 8:25 
- E 8:45- 10:50 
Days: 
M-Monday 
T-Tuesday 
W - Wednesday 
I-Thursday 
F- Friday 
5- Saturday 
Note: An "E" before a time denotes that 
the course is being offered in the evening. 
. 
STEP 3: 
Submit preregistration form, in person, to 
the Office of Registration and Records by S:00 
p.m. on May 3, 1974 Do not leave form with 
faculty advisor, as your student status must be 
verified when form is submitted. 
Class schedules and fee cards will be mailed 
to preregistered students approximately one 
week prior to Change Day. 
LATE REGISTRATION AND 
CHANGE DAY 
Failure to preregister will result in a student 
1having to follow late registration procedure 
!between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. on 
· Change Day, June 14. The S2S late fee will be 
,assessed those students who fail to pay fees by 
8:00 p.m. on June 14. 
Questions regarding the registration 
procedure will be answered by the Office of 
Registration and Records. Please call 223-2300 
EXT 2361. 
All courses, times, and instructors are sub-
iect to change without notice. 
FIVE WEEK SHORT COURSES 
All courses must be registered for during regular 
registration period at beginning of quarter. Fees 
will be collected based on total hours taken dur-
ing the quarter. Fees for all courses taken must 
be paid by June 17th or a S2S.00 late fee will be 
assessed. 
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Florida International University Schedule Of Courses 
SUMMER QUARTER 1974 
COLLEGE of ARTS and SCIENCES I MAS 314 Comp Hardware Fund COi 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA MAS 317 Elem Mathematics COi 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA 
ANTHROPOLOGY MAS 321 Calculus For Mgt & SS COi 05 0800-1005 M/R TBA 
ANT 522 Ant For Educators COl 05 0400-0605 M/R Ross MAS 345 Applied Linear Algebra COi 05 0800-1005 M/R TBA 
ANT 337 Culture & Personality C0l 05 1015-1220 T/F Ross MAS 375 Discrete Mathematics COl 05 0145-0350 M/R TBA 
ANT 302 Ori & Disp of Man & Wmn C0l 05 0145-0350 T/F Weiss MAS 417 Minicomp Arch & Appl C0l 05 E620-0825 T/R TBA 
ANT 511 Cult Evol & World Pov C0l 05 E620-1050 w Barron MAS 426 Math Meth in Phy Sci II COi 05 . 0145-0350 T/F TBA 
ANT 429 Maya Civilization COi 05 E845-1050 T/F Lacombe MAS 435 Stat Quality Control COi 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA 
ANT 327 Peasant Societies COl 05 E620-0825 T/R Kandel MAS 475 Theory of Computations COl 05 0400-0605 M/R TBA 
ANT 475 Visual Anthro COi 05 E845-1050 T/R Kandel MAS 531 Reliability Engin I COi 05 E620-0825 T/R TBA 
ASC 302 Sociological Theories C0l 05 0400-0605 M/R Levine MAS 580 Number Theory COi 05 0800-1005 T/F TBA 
MAS 395 Independent Study COi VAR HRSARR TBA 
MAS 495 Independent Study COi VAR HRSARR TBA 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES MAS 595 Independent Study COi VAR HRSARR TBA 
BSC 301 Biochemistry COi 05 0800-1005 M/R Adjunct NAS 303 Physics & Calculus COi 10 0145-0350 M/T Nunnally 
BSC 301 Biochemistry Lab L51 02 0800-1220 w Adjunct R/F /Hardy 
BSC 302 Molecular Biology C0l 05 0800-1005 T/F Okubo MODERN LANGUAGES 
BSC 302 Molecular Biology Lab LSI 02 1015-1220 T Okubo FRE 311 Begin Intensive Fre COi 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
BSC 308 Biological Oceanography C0l 05 0145-0350 M/R Goldberg CO2 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
BSC 336 Embryology COl 05 1015-1220 T/F Babcock C03 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA 
BSC 336 Embryology Lab L51 02 0145-0350 T/F Babcock FRE 312 Inter Intensive Fre I C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
BSC 341 Genetics COi 05 l015-1220 M/R Pan CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA 
BSC 349 Bio Fndatns Behavior COi 05 E620-0825 M/R Chen FRE 313 Inter Intensive Fre II COi 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
BSC 360 Fundamentals Ecology COi 05 0145-0350 M/W McArthur CO2 OS E620-0825 MJW TBA 
BSC 373 Human Anatomy COi 05 0145-0350 T/F Sohal FRE 314 Adv Intensive French COi 05 0145-0350 M/R TBA 
BSC 374 Human Physiology COi 05 1015-1220 M/R Babcock FRE 327 Communication: Drama COi 05 1015-1220 T/F Hernandez 
BSC 380 Project Laboratory C0l-10 3-8 VAR VAR Staff FRE 497 Spec Top: Female Novel COi 05 1015-.1220 M/R Guers-Villate 
BSC 401 Developmental Biology COi 05 0800-1005 T/F Murison GRE 311 Beg Intensive Greek COi 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA 
BSC 403 Cell Biology COl 05 1015-1220 M/R Cuervo GER 497 Spec Top: Adv Gram/Comp COi 05 E620-0825 M/W Mendoza 
BSC 480 Project Laboratory C0l-10 3-8 VAR VAR Staff HEB 313 Inter Intensive Heb II C0l 05 0145-0350 M/R TBA 
ITA 311 Beg Intensive Italian COi 05 0145-0350 M/R TBA 
CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA ECONOMICS ITA 312 Inter Intensive lta I COi 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
ECO 301 Econ, Man & Society C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Moncarz CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA 
CO2 05 E845-1050 T/R Thomas ITA 313 Inter Intensive lta II C0l 05 0800-1005 M/R TBA 
ECO 305 Consumer Economics COl 05 0145-0350 M/R TBA JAP 312 Inter Intensive Jap I COi 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA 
ECO 308 Aggre.,Econ. Analysis COl 05 0800-1005 T/F Samuels MOL 479 Stud Bi-Lingualism COi 05 E620-0825 T/R Hernandez 
ECO 410 Intro Econ Development COl 05 1015-1220 M/R Muller MOL 498 Independent Study COi 05 TBA TBA Sanchez 
ECO 507 Monetary Theory & Pol. COl 05 E620-0825 M/W Moncarz (Permission of Dept. Required) 
ECO 517 Econ of Transportation C0l OS 1015-1220 T/F Samuels POR 311 Beg Intensive Portug COl 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
ECO 530 Intro to Math Economics COl 05 E620-0825 T/R Thomas POR 312 Inter Intensive Port I C0l 05 0145-0350 M/R TBA 
SPA 311 Beg Intensive Spa COi 05 0800-1005 M/ R TBA 
CO2 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA ENGLISH C03 05 0800-1005 T/F TBA 
ENG 305 Science Fiction COl 05 1015-1220 T/F Elkins C04 05 1005-1220 T/F TBA 
ENG 311 Expository Writing C0l 05 0145-0350 M/R Elkins cos 05 0145-0350 T/F TBA 
ENG 313 Imaginative Writing C0l 05 0145-0605 w Hall COG 05 E620-0825 T/R TBA 
ENG 405 19th Century Europ Nov COi 05 1015-1220 M/R Watson SPA 312 Inter Intensive Spa I COi 05 1015-1220 T / F TBA 
ENG 432 Shakespeare-Tragedies COi 05 0800-1005 T/F Watson CO2 05 0145-0350 T/F TBA 
ENG 440 Intro Caribbean Lit COl 05 0145-0350 M/R Dathorne C03 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA 
ENG 502 Heming, Fitz, Faulk COl 05 E620-0825 T / R Hall SPA 313 Inter Intensive Spa II COi 05 1015-1220 T / F TBA 
ENG 532 Modern British Lit . COl 05 0800-1005 M/R Elkins CO2 05 0145-1220 T/F TBA 
ENG 552 Modern English Grammar COl 05 E620-0825 M/W Dwyer C03 05 E620-0825 T/R TBA 
BNG 498 Independent Study C0l VAR Dwyer SPA 314 Adv Intensive Spa C0l 05 0145-0350 T/F TBA 
ENG 598 Independent Study COi VAR Dathorne SPA 398 Linguistic Apprent COi' 05 TBA TBA DiSalvo 
SPA 411 Lang Skis Prof Prers: Med COi 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
CO2 05 E620-0825 M/ W TBA FINE ARTS SPA 497 Spec Top: Vallejo C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Mendoza 
FIA 316 Figure Drawing COl 05 800-1220 T/ F Nicastri SPA 515 Spec Top: Generation 98 COi 05 1015-1220 T/F Bouma 
FIA 325 Painting COi 05 800-1220 M/R Couper (Permission of Dept. Required) 
·co2 05 145-605 M/R Couper 
FIA 335 Sculpture COi 05 800-1220 T/ F Lyle 
FIA 345 Printmaking C0l 05 145-605 T/F Nicastri MUSIC 
FIA 357 Intro. to Filmmaking C0l 05 145-605 M Twyman MUS 305 Understanding & Enjoy COi 05 145-350 M/R Leeds 
FIA 365 Ceramics COi 05 145-605 T/ F Lyle MUS 307 Evolution of Jazz COi 05 800-1005 M/R McElfresh 
FIA 395 Research C0l 05 TBA TBA Langer MUS 325 Survey of Basic Music COi 05 145-350 T/F Swan 
FIA 525 Painting C0l VAR 800-1220 M/R Couper MUS 335 Choral Techniques COi 05 1015-1220 T/F Vagramian 
CO2 VAR 145-605 M/R Couper MUS 375 Guitar Skills COi 05 1015-1220 M/R Fink 
FIA 535 Sculpture COi VAR 800-1220 T/ F Lyle MUS 385 Directed Study COi 1-5 HRSARR M/R Fink 
FIA 545 Printmaking COi VAR 145-605 T/ F Nicastri MUS 395 Research COi 1-5 HRSARR M/ R Fink 
FIA 565 Ceramics COi VAR 145-605 T/ F Lyle *MUS 517 Twentieth Cent Music COi 04 E620-1050 T/R McElfresh 
FIA 595 Research COi VAR To Be Arranged Langer MUS 526 Arranging COi 04 400-605 T/F Swan 
MUS 534 Adv. Conducting Tech. C0l 02 400-605 M/R McElfresh 
MUS 585 Directed Study COi 1-5 HRSARR M/R Fink HISTORY MUS 595 Research COi 1-5 HRSARR M/ R Fink 
HIS 301 Intro: Miami Soc Hist COi 05 0800-1005 M/ R Peterson , B. 
HIS 341 Rus Cul His 1810-1945 COi 05 1015-1220 T/ F Leed 
HIS 360 African His Survey COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F Marshall PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION 
HIS 397 His of Feminist Thought COi 05 1015-1220 M/ R Peterson, J. PHI 320 Humnistic & Sci Persp COi 05 0145-0350 T/F Monarch 
HIS 398 Military in Latin Am C0l 05 0145-0350 M/ R Bergstresser PHI 326 Philosophies of Edu COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F Konkel 
HIS 415 War & Society COi 05 E620-0825 T / R Leed PHI 431 Philosophies of Dialo COi 05 0145-0350 M/ R Kovacs 
HIS 420 European Cultural His COi 10 0145-0605 M/ R Peterson, B. PHI 422 Ethical Issues / Rea Prac cot 05 1015-1220 M/ R Kovacs 
HIS 436 Abol. Slave, Race La Am COi 05 E620-0825 M/ W Bergstresser PHI 490 Independent Research COi VAR TBA 
HIS 445 Black Autobio in U.S. COi 05 1015-1220 T/ F Peterson, J. REL 400 New Options in Rel Exp COi 05 E620-0825 T / R Huchingson 
HIS 485 Caribbean His Survey COi 05 0145-0350 T/ F Marshall REL 429 Studies in Rel Thinkers COi 05· 1015-1220 T/ F Huchingson 
HIS 399 Independent Studies COi VAR Staff REL 490 Independent Research COi VAR TBA 
HIS 499 Independent Studies COi VAR Staff 
HIS 599 Independent Studies COi VAR Staff 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES CHE 302 Organic Chem II COi 05 0800-1005 M/R Herriott 
MAS 300 Int to Computer Prog COi 03 0800-1005 w TBA (Permission of Instructor Required) 
CO2 03 1015-1220 w TBA CHE 302 Organic Chem II Lab LSI 02 0145-0605 M Herriott 
C03 03 0145-0350 T TBA (Permission of Instructor Required) 
C04 03 E620-0825 M TBA CHE 302 Organic Chem II Lab L52 02 0145-0605 R Herriott 
*MAS 301 Calculus I COi 05 1015-1220 MIT Shershin (Permission of Instructor Required) 
R/F CHE 307 Contemp Chem II C0l 05 E620-0825 M/W Williams 
**MAS 302 Calculus II COi 05 1015-1220 M/T Shershin CHE 307 Contemp Chem II Lab L51 02 E620-1050 T Williams 
R / F CHE 307 Contemp Chem II Lab L52 02 0145-0350 T Williams 
MAS 303 Multivariable Calculus COi 05 0145-0350 M/R TBA CHE 491 Chem lndep. Study COi VAR Staff 
MAS 304 Math For Statistics COi 05 0800-1005 M/R TBA CHE 492 Chem lndep. Study COi VAR Staff 
CO2 05 0800-1005 T/F TBA CHE 493 Chem Indep. Study COi VAR Staff 
C03 05 E620-0825 M/ W TBA NAS 303 Physics W /Calculus III .COi 10 1015-1220 M/ T Hardy 
C04 05 E620-0825 T/R TBA W/ R / F 
MAS 305 Significance of Math COi 05 1015-1220 T/F TBA PHY 303 Jr. Physics Lab III L51 02 0800-1220 w 
CO2 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA PHY '302 Jr. Physics Lab II L51 02 E620-1050 T 
MAS 307 Intro To Statistici COi 05 0800-1005 T/F TBA PHY 307 Physics W /0 Calculus COi 05 E845-1050 M/W 
CO2 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA PHY 452 Nuclear Physics COi 05 0145-0350 M/R Hardy 
C03 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA PHY 502 Theoretical Physics COi 05 0145-0350 T / F Morgans tern 
MAS 311 Intro To Computer I COi 05 1015-1220 T/F TBA PHY 421 Quantum Mechanics COi 05 0400-0605 T/ F Morgans tern 
CO2 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA PHY 431 Fluid Mechanics COi 05 0400-0605 M/ R TBA 
MAS 313 Adv Prog Languages COi 05 1015-1220 M/ R TBA PHY 410 Sr. Physics Lab L51 VAR Staff 
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GEO 491 Geol. Indep Study C0l VAR Staff ACC 502 Stand & Prin Fin Acctg COi 05 E620-082S M/ W TBA GEO 492 Geol. Indep Study C0l VAR Staff ACC 503 Adv Financial Acctg C0l 05 0845-1050 M/W TBA 
ACC 693 Independent Study COi VAR HRSARR TBA TBA 
POLITICAL SCIENCE ACC 695 Industry Project COi 05 TBA TBA TBA ACC 697 Special Topics in Ace C0l 05 TBA TBA TBA POS 588 Comparative Politics COi VAR Aybar 
POS 474 Int'L. Internship COi 05 805-1200 w Boodhoo FINANCE 
POS 417 Issues Admin Pub Pol COi 05 805-1005 T/F Gottlieb FIN 415 Nonbank Fin Inter Mkts COi OS E620-0825 M/W TBA 
POS 566 Self & Polity COi 05 E000-1000 w Gottlieb FIN 493 Independent Study in Fin C0l VAR TBA TBA TBA 
POS 323 Urban Politics COl 05 E620-825 M/W Keselman FIN 497 Special Topics in Fin C0l VAR TBA TBA TBA 
POS 441 Pol Authoritarianism C0l 05 E845-1050 M/W Keselman FIN 435 Fin Pol Non Profit Org COl 05 0400-0605 TBA TBA 
POS 322 · · Modern Political Theory COl 05 E620-825 T/ R Nelson FIN 605 Asset Selec & Mgt COl 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA 
POS 444 Pol Ideologies C0l 05 E845-1050 T/ R Nelson FIN 617 Mgt Non Deposit lnsts COl 05 E845-1050 T/R TBA 
POS 421 Gov't & Politics U.S. C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Volcansek FIN 693 Ind Study in Finance COl VAR TBA TBA TBA 
POS 312 State Politics C0l OS 1015-1220 T / F Volcansek FIN 695 Industry Project COi 05 TBA TBA TBA 
POS 407 Independent Study FIN 697 Special Topics in Fin COi VAR TBA TBA TBA 
POS 348 Int ' l. Org. C0l 05 800-1005 M/R Bethea 
POS 572 Topics in Pol COi 05 400-605 M/R Mendoza MANAGEMENT 
MAN 453 Organ. Theory C0l 05 0145-0350 M/R TBA 
MAN 454 Indust Relations COl 05 0845-1050 M/W TBA PSYCHOLOGY MAN 456 Behavior Sci in Man C0l 05 E620-082S M/W TBA PSY 305 Intro Educ Psychology COl 05 0400-0605 T/ F TBA MAN 457 Personnel Mgt COl 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA 
PSY 311 Psych Drugs _& Abuse C0l 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA MAN 458 Small Business Mgt COi 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA 
.. PSY 321 Psych of Racism COi 05 0145-0350 MTWR Dunn MAN 517 Human Resource Mgt COi 05 0800-1245 w TBA 
•Psv 330 Intro Develop Psych COi 05 0145-0350 MTWR Silverman MAN 534 Collect Barg in Pub Pvt COi 05 E620-10SO T/ R TBA 
PSY 331 Psych of Adolescence COi 05 0845-1050 M/ W TBA MAN 551 Anal of Info Sys Req COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F TBA 
PSY 349 Adv. Gen. Psych W /Lab COi 06 0145-0350 M Jacewitz MAN 644 Pers Sel & Placement COi 05 E620-0825 M/ W TBA (Lecture and Lab Must Be Taken Together) MAN 662 Organiz Development COi 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA LSI 00 0145-0545 w Jacewitz MAN 687 Seminar In Health Mgt COi 1-5 0900-0500 Sat TBA L52 00 0145-0545 R Jacewitz 
•Psv 350 Industrial Psych COi 05 0800-1005 MTWR Cascio 
PSY 360 Theories of Person COi 05 1015-1220 M/ R Kurtines MARKETING 
•psv 361 Motivation & Emotion C0l 05 1015-1220 MTRF Hartley, A. MAR 404 Inter Mktg Mgt COi 05 1015-1220 M/ R Riblett CO2 05 0400-0605 MTWR Dunn CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W Martin PSY 370 Intro Soc Psych COi 05 0800-1005 M/R Flanders MAR 408 International Mktg COi 05 E620-0825 T / R Seaton PSY 413 Prin & Theo Behv Mod COi 05 E845-1050 T/ R TBA MAR 416 Personal Selling COi 05 0145-0350 M/R Vogel 
PSY 421 Topics Commun Psych COi 05 1015-1220 T/ F TBA MAR 613 Curr Issues In Mktg I COi 05 0400-0605 M/W Martin 
•psv 433 Soc & Person Dev't COi OS 0800-1005 MTWR Silverman MAR 493 Independent Study COi VAR TBA TBA TBA 
PSY 461 Abnormal Psych C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Gonzalez 
PSY 470 Interperson Interact COl 05 0145-0350 M/R Flanders 
PSY 471 Small Group Behavior C0l 05 0145-0350 T / F Moran PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION CO2 05 E620-0815 T / R Moran 
•PAD 310 Organiz Group Process COi 05 0145-0605 M/W Patka PSY 480 Moral & Char Dev COl 05 0400-0605 M/R Kurtines 
**PAD312 Nat. Pol & Its Admin COi 05 E620-1050 M/W Tanner PSY 499 Honors Research Proj C0l VAR TOBEARR *PAD 401 Admin Interact Pub Sec COi 05 E620-1050 T/ R Tanner ( :ermission of Instructor Required) 
*PAD 518 Adm in & Role of Women COi 05 E620-1050 M/ W DeHaan PSY 560 Personality Dynamics C0l 05 0400-0605 M/R Gonzalez 
.. PAD534 Collect Barg in Pub Pvt COl 05 E620-1050 T/ R TBA (Permission of Instructor Required) 
**PAD617 Internation Public Admin COi 05 E620-1050 T/ R TBA 
*PSY 580 Theories of Learning COi 05 1015-1220 MTRF Hartley, J . 
*PAD 621 Personnel Adm in & Budg COi 05 E620-1050 T / R Patka PSY 590 Independent Readings COi VAR TOBEARR 
*PAD 676 Plualism & Demo in Ad COi 05 E620-1050 T/ R Heise (Permission of Instructor Required) 
PSY 591 Independent Field Exp COi VAR TOBEARR 
(Permission of Instructor Required) REAL ESTATE PSY 592 Independent Research COi VAR TOBEARR RES 513 Real Estate Marketing COi OS E620-0825 M/W TBA (Permission of Instructor Required) RES 670 Income Property Evalu C0l 05 0400-0605 M/ W Robertson 
RES 693 Independent Study COi VAR TBA TBA TBA 
SOCIOLOGY URB 405 Plan & Mgt In Urban Env COi 05 E845-1050 M/W TBA 
soc 582 Sociology of Education COi 05 E620-0825 M/W Reid 
s o c 352 Human Ecology COi 05 1015-1220 T/F Reid GRADUATE STUDIES 
o c 334 Local Comm Problems C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Rand MBA 605 Fin Ace Anal COi 05 E845-1050 M/ W TBA soc 301 Scope of Sociology C0l 05 0145-0350 M/R Volker MBA 607 Quant Meth in Mgt C0l 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA soc 363 Marriage & The Family COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F Knowles MBA 615 World Dynamic & Organ C0l 05 E620-0825 M/W Luytjes soc 461 Social Stratification COi 05 1015-1220 M/R Levine MBA 625 Mang Dec Theory COi 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA so c 481 Comparative Sociology C0l 05 Maingot MBA 627 Ace For Dec Makine: COi 05 E845-1050 T/ R TBA ASC 302 Sociological Theories COi 05 0405-0610 M/R Levine MBA 635 Finance Mgt C0l 05 E620-0825 M/ W Welch 
MBA 699 Policy Analysis C0I 05 E620-0825 T/ R Capitman 
THEATER •MBA 637 OperMgt COi 05 ES00-1245 M/R TBA MBA 695 Masters Project COi VAR TBA TBA TBA SPE 305 Public Speaking COi 05 0145-0350 M/R Helming I ~~HQQL. QE 1;121.u;l\I1QBI THE 527 Creative Dramatics COi 05 1015-1220 M/R Helming 
THE 565 Playwriting C0l 05 0145-0605 w Twyman EDU 305 Schooling in America COi 05 0800-1005 M/R Fain 
THE 575 Theatre Management C0l 05 1015-1220 T/ F Giberson CO2 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA 
THE 585 Performance & Product C0l VAR TBA TBA Giberson EDU 311 Gen Tchg Lab I C0l 05 1015-1220 T/ F Pell 
THE 595 Research C0l VAR TBA TBA Giberson CO2 05 E620-0825 M/ W Pell 
lscHOOL of BUSINESS and ORGANIZATIONAL SCIENCEsl 
ED U 312 Gen Tchg Lab II C0l 05 1015-1220 T/ F Kampsnider 
CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W Kampsnider 
• E DU 507 Analysis & Appl Ed Re s C0l 04 E620-l020 M/W Gallagher 
BUA 301 Managerial Finance COi 05 1015-1220 M/R TBA EDU 508 Field St . AB COi 08 TBA TBA Fanell 
CO2 05 E845-1050 M/W Welch CO2 10 TBA TBA Oliva 
C03 05 E845-1050 T/ R TBA EDU 595 Independent Stud y C0l 05 TBA TBA Oliva 
BUA 302 Operations Mgt Policy COi 05 0800-1005 M/R TBA 
CO2 05 0145-0350 T/ F TBA ADULT EDUCATION C03 05 E845-1050 T/ R TBA 
BUA 303 Prin of Marketing COi 05 0800-1005 M/ R TBA •EAD 507 Prin & Pract Adult Ed C0l 04 E620-1020 T/ R Hamilton 
CO2 05 1015-1220 T/ F Seaton / Taylor 0 EAD 509 Adult Tchng & Learn COl 04 E620-1020 M/ W Divita 
C03 05 E620-0825 M/ W Vogel 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION and SUPERVISION BUA 305 Quant Meth For Admin COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F TBA 
CO2 05 1015-1220 M/ R TBA ••EDA 605 Org & Op Pub Sehl Sys COi 04 E620-1020 M/ W TBA 
C03 05 E620-082S T/ R TBA *EDA 608 Supv in Education COi 04 1015-1220 M/ T Grandchamp 
C04 05 0845-1050 M/ W TBA W/ R 
BUA 306 Mangt Info Systems COl 05 1015-1220 T/ F TBA *EDA 609 Curr Dev & Eval COi 04 0145-0350 M/T Fain 
CO2 05 E620-0825 M/ W TBA W/ R 
BUA 309 Organization Management COi 05 0800-1005 M/ R TBA ••EDA 616 Staff Dev Prog Urb Sch C0l 04 1015-1220 MIT Grandchamp 
CO2 05 1015-1220 T/ F TBA W/ R 
C03 05 0400-0605 M/ R TBA •EDA 617 Emerg Des Sehl Org COi 04 E620-1020 T/ R Lutterbie 
C04 05 E84S-10S0 M/ W TBA 
BUA 307 Acct For Plan-Contr COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F TBA CHILDHOOD EDUCATION CO2 05 1020-1230 T/ F TBA 
C03 05 E620-0825 T / R TBA •ECE 501 Early Child Ed Prog COi 05 0400-0605 M/ T Margolin 
C04 05 E845-1050 M/ W TBA W/ R 
BUA 408 Mang Decision Making C0l 05 1015-1220 T/ F TBA ••ECE 502 Cur Instr Early Chhd COi 05 0400-0605 MIT Margolin 
BUA 313 Bus & The Soc Sys COi 05 1015-1220 M/ R TBA W/ R 
CO2 05 1015-1220 T/ F TBA ECE 595 Ind St Early Child COi 1-5 HRSARR TBA TBA 
C03 05 E845-1050 T/ R TBA **ECE 609 Instr in Reading COl 04 0145-10201 M/W TBA 
BUA 496 Policy Analysis COi 05 1015-1220 T/ F TBA *ECE 615 Instr in Math COi 04 0145-0850 M/ T Novillis 
CO2 05 E620-0825 T/ R TBA W/ R 
**ECE 616 Instr in Science COi 04 0145-1020 T/ R Campbell 
ACCOUNTING EEL 306 Aesthetic Exper Child COi 05 0145-0350 T / F Pennington / Wagner EEL 307 Health Phys Ed Child COi 05 1015-1220 T/FL TBA ACC 300 Acct For Decisions COi 05 E620-0825 T/R TBA EEL 401 Communication Skills I COi 05 1015-1220 M/R Gurucharri ACC 401 Fin Acctg lnterm I COi 05 0800-1005 T/F TBA CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W Gurucharri CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W TBA EEL 402 Communication Skills II COi 05 1015-1220 T/F Sullivan ACC 402 Fin Acctg lnterm II C0l 05 0800-1005 T/ F TBA CO2 05 0145-0350 M/R Sullivan CO2 05 0845-1050 T/ R TBA EEL 411 Dev Attit Skill lnq I COi 05 0145-0350 T/ F Reichbach ACC 405 Managerial Accounting COi 05 1020-1225 T/F TBA EEL 411 Dev Attit Skill lnq I CO2 05 E620-0825 T/R Reichbach CO2 05 E620-~25 T/ R TBA 
*TAUGHT DURING FIRST FIVE WEEKS OF QUARTER . ACC 406 Income Tax Accounting C0l 05 E620-0825 M/ W TBA 
**TAUGHT DURING SECOND FIVE WEEKS OF QUARTER . COURSE MUST ACC 407 Auditing COi 05 0845-1050 M/ W TBA 
BE REGISTERED FOR DURING REGULAR REGISTRATION PERIOD AT ACC 493 Independent Study C0l VAR HRSARR TBA TBA BEGINNING OF QUARTER . SEE FURTHER EXPLANATION IN NOTES ACC 497 Special Topics in Ace C0l VAR HRSARR TBA TBA SECTION . 
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EEL 412 Dev Attit Skill lnq II C0l 05 0800-1005 T/F Novillis/Campbell TECHNOLOGY 
CO2 05 1015-1220 M/R Novillis/Campbell TEY 301 Tech & Future Society C0l 05 0800-1005 T/F Mendell 
EEL 595 lndiv Study Elem Ed C0l 1-5 HRSARR TBA TBA 
*EEL 605 Curr Design Chld Ed C0l 04 E625-1020 M/W TBA I SCHOOL of HEALTH and SOCIAL SERVICES I 
**EEL 609 lnstru in Reading COl 04 E625-1020 M/W TBA 
*EEL 615 lnstru in Math C0l 04 0145-0350 M/T Novillis 
**EEL 616 
W/R CRIMINAL JUSTICE lnstru in Science C0l 04 0145-1020 T/ R Campbell CRJ 300 Overview of Crim Just C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Snow 
CO2 05 0400-0605 M/R Snow 
HEAL TH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION CRJ 301 Nature & Causes of Crm C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Hamersley 
HED 595 Individual Study C0l 1-5 TBA TBA Bennett CO2 05 E620-0625 M/W Hamersley 
*HED 697 Creat Wkshop Hlth Ed COi 05 E620-0825 M/ T Bennett CRJ 302 Roles of Law Enforce C0l 05 0800-1005 M/R Steinhauer 
W/R CO2 05 0400-0605 M/R Rafky 
PUE 305 Kinesiology C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Bennett CRJ 303 Pros & Jud Pol Making C0l 05 1015-1220 T/F Staff 
PUE 405 Special Teach Lab C0l 05 0800-1005 M/R Huitema CO2 05 E620-1050 R Staff 
PUE 411 Activities CO! 05 1015-1220 T/ F Huitema CRJ 401 Cor Philos Theo & Prac C03 05 0800-1220 M/ W Wilbanks 
PUE 425 Student Teaching COl 15 TBA TBA TBA CRJ 402 Meth of Crim Just Rsh CO! 05 1015-1220 T/ F Rafky 
PUE 436 Evaluation in P .E. COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F Blocker CRJ 403 Meth of lnstit Change C0l 05 0145--0350 M/ R Staff 
*PHE 505 Creative Wkshp in PE COi 05 1015-1220 M/T Chadwick CO2 05 E620-0825 T Rasmussen 
R/F CRJ 421 Probation & Parole CO! 05 0800-1005 M/R Miller 
**PUE 505 Creative Wkshp in PE CO2 05 1015-1220 M/T Blocker CO2 05 E620-0825 M/W Miller 
R/F CRJ 395 Contemp Issues Crim Jus C0l VAR ARR ARR Shearn 
PUE 511 Underwater Education COi 01-5 TBA AUG Perry CRJ 311 lnstit Organiz COi 05 ARR ARR Cawley 
PUE 595 Individual Study COi 01-5 TBA TBA TBA CRJ 440 Field Wk & Spec Proj COi VAR ARR ARR Marques 
PRM 425 Internship COi 15 TBA TBA TBA CRJ 495 Directed Readings COi VAR ARR ARR Shearn 
PRM 595 Individual Study COi 10 TBA TBA TBA CO2 VAR ARR ARR Rasmussen 
C03 VAR ARR ARR Steinbauer 
C04 VAR ARR ARR Snow 
SECONDARY EDUCATION C05 VAR ARR ARR Staff 
EDS 406 Spc Tchg Lab-Math COi 05 0145-0350 M/R McClintock CRJ 496 lndep. Research COi VAR ARR ARR Shearn 
EDS 595 lndv Stud in Sec Ed COi 1-5 TBA TBA TBA CO2 VAR ARR ARR Rafky 
**EDS 625 Secondary Sch Curr COi 04 0145-0350 M/T Shostak C03 VAR ARR ARR Staff 
W/R C04 VAR ARR ARR Hamersley 
MUE 305 Spec Tchng Lab-Music COi 05 0800-1005 M/R Testa cos VAR ARR ARR Wilbanks CRJ 500 Direct Research COi VAR ARR ARR Hanewicz 
SPECIAL EDUCATION DIETETICS and NUTRITION 
EEC 425 Student Teaching COl 15 ARR ARR Lucky DIN 310 Meal Mgmt & Service CO! 05 Cti00-1005 M Staff 
*EEC 505 Educ Plan For Ment Ret COi 05 E620-1050 T/R Nathanson HEAL TH SCIENCE 0800-1220 w Staff 
.. EEC 506 Educ Plan Lern Dis COi 05 E620-1050 T/R TBA USM 304 Health & Soc Svc Syst 
•EEC 507 Educ Plan Behv Retard COi 05 E620-1050 M/W Ryan 
COl 05 0145-0350 T/R Ortiz 
.. EEC 508 Found of Exceptionty 
USM 390 Individiual Study COi 10 HRSARR ARR Cuadrado COi 05 E620-1050 M/W TBA 
EEC 511 Behav App Clsrm Lrn I C0l 
HSM 400 Mgmt & Hlth Profess COi 05 TBA TBA TBA 05 0800-1015 M/R Ryan USM 401 Information Systems 
EEC 512 Behav App Clsrm Lrn II CO2 05 0400-0605 M/W Gavilan COl 05 TBA TBA TBA 
EEC 595 lndep Stud in Spec Ed C0l 05 ARR ARR Anderson MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
CO2 05 ARR ARR Cheyney MDT 484 Laboratory Mgmt COl 02 E700-900 
C03 05 ARR ARR Gavilan R Margaret Waid MDT 525 Individual Study in Mdt C0l 2-5 TBA 
C04 05 ARR ARR Lucky TBA Margaret Waid MDT 551 Seminar I COl 01 
cos 05 ARR ARR Nathanson TBA TBA Margaret Waid MDT 457 Practicum I L51 M TBA 
C06 05 ARR ARR Ryan TBA Joan Altomare 
C07 05 ARR ARR Smith 
**EEC 609 Diagnostic Tchng C0l 05 0130-0350 M/T Cheyney NURSING 
W/R NUR 350 Nurs Evo Hltb Care Del C0l 05 1015-1220 M/R Tharpe 
NUR 440 Individual Study COi Q5 1015-0350 M Mooneyhan 
PUPIL SERVICES CO2 05 1015-0350 -T Cavallo 
PPS 506 Intro to Counseling C0l 05 E620-1050 R Kennedy 
C03 05 1015-0350 M Knowles 
NUR 450 Adv. Clinical Concepts 
PPS 508 Educ & Voe. Guidance COl 05 E620-1050 M TBA 
C0l 10 0800-1220 T Bedgio 
PPS 601 Behav Couns & Conslt 1 C0l 05 E&0-1050 T TBA 
Lab-Thurs. / Fri. Lee 
*PPS 507 Human lnteracton I COl 05 0130-0350 M/T Blakley White 
W/R OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Haggerty 
PPS 621 Assessment of Behav I COi 05 E620-0825 M/W Anderson 
PPS 695 Superv Field Exp in PPS C0l 05 ARR ARR Anderson OCT 360 Specialized Field Svc COl VAR TBA TBA Antonson 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
VOCATIONAL and TECHNICAL EDUCATION PUT 314 Orthopedic Surgery C0l 05 TBA TBA Skovly, Adjunct 
EVO 306 Course Plan Voe Tech Ed C0l 05 0400-0605 T/R D. Hauenstei PUT 314 Clinical Orthopedics F0l 02 TBA TBA Skovly, Adjunct 
EVO 504 Instructional Media ·co1 05 E620-0825 T/R K. Smith PHT 314 Clinical Ortho Lab L51 02 TBA TBA Skovly 
EVO 506 Trends & Issues VocTec COl 04 1015-1215 M/W D. Mohamed PHT 314 Clinical Ortho Lab L52 02 TBA TBA Jones 
EVO 507 Curr Dev in Voe & Tech C0l 04 E620-1020 M/W TBA PHT 324 Prosthetics & Ortho C0l 02 TBA TBA Carr 
EVO 425 Student Teaching COl 15 TBA TBA D.Mohamed PHT 324. Prosthetics & Ortbo L L51 02 TBA TBA Carr 
HEE 506 Teach Food & Nutrition C0l 05 ARR ARR TBA PHT 324 Prosthetics & Ortbo L L52 02 TBA TBA Jones 
HEE 305 Home Ee. Ed Planning COl 05 E&0-1020 T TBA PHT 332 Clinical Clerk II C0l 02 TBA TBA Carr, Jones, Skovly 
PUT 354 Prost & Ortho Lab L52 02 TBA TBA Carr 
ISCHOOLofTECHNOLOGYI SOCIAL WORK sow 301 His Phi Persp Soc Wlf C0l 05 0800-1245 w Smith, B 
CONSTRUCTION sow 305 Dyn Hum Bebav Soc Env I C0l 05 E620-0825 T/R Hatten,R 
CSN 300 Surveying C0l 05 E620-0825 M/W Thompson sow 306 Self Awar.e Modif Serv COl 05 0145-0605 T Hatten, R 
CSN 306 Const Methods & Equip C0l 03 E620-a740 M/W Clark sow CO2 -05 E620-1050 M Meyer , P 
CSN 320 Const Cost Estimating COl 05 0800-1005 T/F Clark sow 307 Soc Work Pract Skills I COi 05 0145-0605 R Jones, R 
CSN 326 Code & Specification COl 05 E620-0S25 T/ R Staff sow 308 Field Experience I COi 10 TBA TBA Jones, R 
CSN 329 Housing & Culture C0l 03 1015-1135 T/ F Helmke sow 419 Field Experience II C0l 10 TBA TBA Bacarisse, Y 
CSN 330 Mgmt of Const Projcts C0l 03 E920-1040 T/R Clark sow 420 Field Experience Ill COi VAR TBA TBA Bacarisse, Y 
CSN 332 Legal Aspcts of Const C0l 03 0145-0305 M/R Clark sow 429 Senior Project C0l VAR TBA TBA Jones, R 
CSN 340 Survey of Int Design COi 03 0145-0305 T/ F Helmke CO2 VAR TBA TBA Bacarisse, Y 
CSN 353 Determ Struc Analysis C0l 03 E920-1040 M/ W Thompson C03 VAR TBA TBA Smith, B 
CSN 404 Building Constr C0l 03 1015-1135 T/F Woolf C05 VAR TBA TBA Hatten, R 
CSN 407 Site Development C0l 05 0145-0350 T/F Isibor cos VAR TBA TBA Meyer, P 
CSN 455 Reinf Concrete Design COi 05 1015-1220 M/ R Thompson sow 495 Individual Stady COi VAR TBA TBA Jones, R 
CSN 479 Architectural Design C0l 03 E620-a740 T/ R Helmke CO2 VAR TBA TBA Bacarisse, Y 
CSN 495 Independent Study C0l VAR Staff C03 VAR TBA TBA Smith, B 
CSN 497 Special Topics C0l VAR Staff cos VAR TBA TBA Hatten, R cos VAR TBA TBA Meyer, P 
sow 496 Directed Readings C0l VAR TBA TBA Jones, R 
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS CO2 VAR TBA TBA Bacarisse , Y 
WQT 367 Aquatic Tech Ill C0l 05 0800-0100 SAT Jackson C03 VAR TBA TBA Smith , B 
ETS 495 Independent Study COi VAR Staff cos VAR TBA TBA Hatten, R 
ETS 497 Env Data Analysis COi 05 E620-0S25 T/ R Jones cos VAR TBA TBA Meyer, P sow 500 Independent Rsch COi VAR TBA TBA Jones , R 
CO2 VAR TBA TBA Bacarisse, Y 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY C03 VAR TBA TBA Smith, B 
COT 302 Computer Hrdware Fund COi 05 E620-0825 M/W Story cos VAR TBA TBA Hatten, R 
COT 308 Computer Syst Pinning COi 05 1015-1220 M/T Story cos VAR TBA TBA Meyer , P 
EET 316 Adv Circuit Anal I C0l 05 E845-1050 M/ W Story I SCHOOL of HOTEL, FOOD & TRAVEL SERVICES I EET 342 Trans Syst For Comm CO! 05 1015-1220 M/R Cereijo 
EET 416 Adv Circuit Anal II COi 05 E620-0S25 M/W Cereijo 
EET 422 Adv Control System COi 05 E845-1050 M/ W Cereijo BRM 300 Acct. For Hosp. Ind. COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F Webster 
ENT 495 Independent Study C0l VAR Staff HRM 301 Ho. Acct. & Mgt. Inf 0. COi 05 0800-1005 T/ F Conrade 
ENT 497 Spec Topics Mach Des II COi 05 E845-1050 M/W Coulter HRM 302 Profit Planning C0l 05 0145-0350 M/R Ilvento 
MET 361 Heat Transfer C0l 05 E620-0825 M/ W Coulter HRM 303 Inter. Ho . Finan. Data COi 05 0800-1005 M/R Ilvento HRM 305 Operations Control cot 05 1015-1220 T/F Conrade 
HRM 310 Intro. Commercial Food C0l 05 0145-0605 w Prentiss 
i t-.. DUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY HRM 314 Classical Cuisine C0l 05 0145-0605 TU Prentiss 
CLT 444 Creative Textiles COi 05 0400-0605 M/R Staff BRM 316 Restaurant Mgt. COi 05 0145-0350 T/ F Gregg 
ITE 323 Method Improvement C0l 05 E845-1050 T/R Aurioles BRM 331 Mrktg . Hosp. Service COi 05 1015-1220 M/ R Marzella 
JTE 371 Industrial Operations COi 05 E620-0S25 T/ R Aurioles BRM 510 Inst. Fd. Serv. Mgt. CO! 05 E&?0-1050 M Prentiss 
ITE 474 Industrial Superv COi 05 0145-0350 T/ F Aurioles TTM 305 Passenger Traffic Mgt COi 05 E&?0-1050 w Martine 
ITE 495 Independent Study cot VAR Staff TTM 308 Intern. Travel 9 Tour C0l 05 0145-0350 M/R S. Sharpe 
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Free Period 
Extra time offers interaction 
By MARY-JEANETTE 
TAYLOR 
Entertainment Editor 
Controversy has arisen over 
the instit ution of Fr ee Period at 
FIU. Many have saying of 
shorter classes , lamenting that 
'' academic pursuits are being 
sacrificed for recreation .'' 
heard Stuart Udall speak, and 
dug the bluegrass of Buck and the 
Harmon y Grits . 
organizing other activities for 
Free Period . Students in the 
Theater department are 
planning student-direc t.ed 
plays to be presented during the 
"activit y hour." 
APRIL 11 
Campus Ministry meets in PC 
329. SGA meets in PC 530. 
FIU Music Department will pre-
sent a jazz ensemble in the 
am phi theater . 
Other clubs have met , and 
finding a quorum at last , are 
There are , however, many 
other important aspects to 
college life than books and tests . 
There is an education to be 
reaped from other people. Class-
rooms provide a poor atmo-
sphere for social interaction . 
There are many interset 
clubs and organizations at FIU . 
In the past , members have had 
difficulty scheduling meetings in 
a time slot when most are free 
from classes . Activities were 
poorly attended . Now, there is a 
time in the day when all students 
and faculty are free to meet and 
get together . 
Representative can answer 
vets' problems, complaints 
SGA has been organizing ac-
tivities for the Free Periods . 
Since the beginning of the 
quarter students have enjoyed 
the rock sounds of Hemlock, 
Where ar e the singles spots of Miam i? 
Read The Single Floridian Magazine and 
find out ! 
Samp le Subscr iption $3.00 for 3 months . 
TIie SIJlgle Florldlaa, P .0 . 801 414175, 
Miami Beach 33141 
Veterans with suggestions , 
complaints , and problems now 
have a place to register them on 
campus. 
Phil Hamilton , a veteran 
representative , will be available 
to students Monday through 
GRE Preparation Course . Score 1000 
or your money back . 18 hours , $30. 
Course repeatable free . For informa -
tion call 854-7466. 
Thursday from 5 to 7:30 p.m., in 
PC 220. 
Campus vets interested in 
forming an organization can get 
more information from C. P . Pat 
Palmer at 221-7298. 
improv ement or your mone y back . 
Half of our students scored over 600. 
20 hrs . for $70. Course repeatable 
free . For information call 854-7466. 
LSAT Preparation Course . 70 point Interested in car pool for North 
Miami area call Richard 891-7302. 
Time 's Awastin . 
The services of FLORIDA CENTRAL CREDIT UNION are available to all 
full time employees of FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY. 
AUTOMOBILE OANS 
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 
SIGNATURE LOANS 
PHONE 891-4140 
REGULAR SAVINGS THROUGH 
PAYROLL DEDUCTION 
SGA 
1045 N. E. 125th Street 
North Miami, Florida 
HAS A POSITION 
AVAILABLE FOR 
A FU.LL-TIME 
CLERK II TYPIST 
Hours: 9 A.M. - 5 P.M. 
Monday thru Friday 
Pay $2.83 per hour Apply PC 536 
••• 
A PART-TIME 
OFFICE EMPLOYEE 
Hours: 5 P.M. - l O P.M. 
Monday thru Thursday 
PAY $2.00 per hour Apply PC 536 
Avoid 
Long 
Lines 
REGISTER 
NOW 
Get The Classes 
You Want For The 
Summer Quarter 
Registration 
Period 
April 15 thru 
May 3 
CLAIRE'S STENO & NOT ARY. 
22 0 M i, oc le M ile. # 2 0 8 ; 2r,d fir . 
Reports. monuHr irh. l~lteo, 
a fl,d a v,1s, o p p itcot 10M , re s um~s, 
bfleh . marr ia ges, al ien 325A form~ , 
e tc 443-5585 ; 226 3374 . 
APRIL 12 
Four films sponsored by SG A 
will be shown in OM 100. Campus 
Crusade for Christ meets in PC 
329. Hillel meets in PC 533. 
APRIL 15 
Hillel presents guest lecturer , 
Dr . Bernard Rosenberg , in PC 
223. 
APRIL 16 
Campus Advance meets in PC 
433. 
Veterans Aiding Vets will meet 
in PC 223. 
APRIL 17 
Multiple Sclerosis Movie will be 
shown in PC 530. 
A & P Senate meets in PC 220. 
These activities have been 
scheduled for Free Period . Any 
club officers interested in having 
their meeting times published 
contact The Good Times in PC 
532. 
FR\. fl\Pi;t . 12. 
S~T - ~PR 13 ONI-Y 
SUN ~P~ I~ 
g 00 cu,d 10.1s- 1)"" 
M"'l"l"INE'£° SVN 1.: 30,W. 
BLOOD DONORS 
ALL TYPES 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY! 
CALL 885-4955 
BLOOD SERVICES OF GREATER MIAMI, INC. 
77 Hook Square 
Miami Springs, Florida ~ 
HOURS: MON-FRI. 9:00-6:00 P.M. 
PERRINE BRANCH 
CALL 251-6240 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY! 
17635 South Dixie Highway 
HOUR: MON-FRI. 8:30-6:00 P.M. 
